
Meet the Artist – Jeff Wolf 
Flow Bar Bowl



What are flow bars?

Flow Bars are when you allow the glass to flow into empty space that is created 
by the Artist in construction of the glass. 

Flow Bars can be designed or organic flow bars. 

• Designed Flow Bars are ones where the artist is trying to create a specific pattern or a 
consistent pattern throughout the bar.  These bars are used to make consistent patterns.  
Designed Flow Bars are usually 2-3 colors to highlight the pattern with contrast. 

• Organic Flow Bars are where the artist focuses more on the color than the pattern and lets the 
natural flow of the space create the bar.  These bars are used to accent pieces with the WOW 
factor.  Organic Flow Bars are usually multiple colors where the artist is looking for the play 
between the colors and the organic flow. 



Designed Flow Bar



Steps in the process

To create a Designed Flow Bar, the artist performs the following steps: 

1) Create the flow Bar 
2) Create the Slices of the Flow Bar 
3) Create the Bowl



Create the flow bar

Creation of the flow bar is all about the pattern that the artist want to end up 
with 

1) Create the flow Bar involves 
a) Determines the needed size of the flow bars 
b) Selects the desired Glass Colors 
c) Design the pattern that will allow the glass to flow in a predictable pattern 
d) Cut (break) the glass to the shapes needed for the pattern 
e) Place the glass together in the pattern 
f) Fire the Bar in the Kiln (30+) hours 



Design the pattern for the  
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Create the Slices of the flow bar

Once you have the “Brick” of the flow bar, you will need to cut slices from the 
brick that will be used in the Bowl Design. 

a) Using a tile saw, cut the Pattern bar into slices that show the pattern.  Make sure you 
know what direction the flow bar is running in. 

b) Grind the cut marks off of the slices 
c) Make the slices uniform shapes



Slicing the patterns out of the 
flow bar “brick”



Grinding and shaping the flow bar 
slices



Creating the Bowl

Once you have nice clean slices of the flow bar, you can create the Bowl! 

a) Design the Bowl using the pattern Bar Slices 
b) Cut (break) the glass to the shapes needed for the bowl 
c) Place the glass together in the pattern for the bowl 
d) Fire the glass to create a single piece of Glass 
e) “Cold Work” (grind) any imperfections in the glass 
f) Fire the glass to soften the edges and shine up the glass 
g) Fire the glass in the Mold in the shape of the Bowl.  Gravity and heat will make the glass 

“slump” into the shape of the mold.



Components of the Design



Placing the glass together (Design)



Cold working the Bowl



Slumping the Bowl



Finally done!


